Magnets (4-5)

**Project Equipment** (tools used throughout week or common household items)

**REQUIRED:**
- 1 Pair of scissors
- 1 Strong adhesive – (e.g. duct tape roll, super glue, hot glue gun + glue sticks)
- 1 Masking tape roll
- 1 Ruler
- 1 Set of coloring utensils – (e.g. crayons, colored pencils, markers)

**Activity Supplies** (things that could be used-up or incorporated into a project)

**REQUIRED:**
- 2 Recycled cardboard boxes that are approximately 12” x 6” x 4” (or roughly the size of a shoebox)
- 4 Ceramic magnets that are all the same size
- 1 Unsharpened pencil
- 1 Roll of thick string – (e.g. yarn, cotton twine)
- 2 Sheets of plain, white paper (can also use colorful paper if desired)
- (Optional) refrigerator magnets

*Shopping List for some items that may not be easily available at your local store!*
[https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3EF8CTTPNDT23?ref_=wl_share](https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3EF8CTTPNDT23?ref_=wl_share)